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Everyone craves STAR POWER, that inward ability to create more of
what we want in life with our natural gifts & talents, but most aren’t sure
how to get it.  Today’s social media driven culture influences us to imitate
celebrities and those we think have it, but the truth is we already have
STAR POWER, we just don’t know how to tap into it and use it to create
what we desire!

 Are you helping your students see beyond their circumstances
 and limiting beliefs?
 Have you equipped your students to tap into their creative power
 to lead and solve problems?
 Are your students prepared to stand out and shine in today’s 
 competitive job market?

You may not realize it but you are much like a talent agent with the
opportunity to help your students break through the physiological and
social barriers, and transform them into confident leaders.  If you want to
raise the bar of performance for your students, you need to book ROME
MADISON, Coach & Mentor of EVERYDAY SUPERSTARS to help
them CLAIM THEIR STAR POWER!
In Rome Madison’s signature keynote you’ll learn how he went from
unemployed with no options, to Vice President in the medical sales
industry with STOCK OPTIONS!

Poverty, bankruptcy, his mother’s mental illness, nor the tragic death of a
best friend was able to keep Rome from achieving SUPERSTAR
SUCCESS in life & business.

 Your students will learn to:

 Discover and tap into their natural gifts & passions where STAR
 POWER lies.
 Start where they are and create a larger vision of themselves and
 what’s possible for their lives.

 Leverage their STAR POWER to build a network that attracts
 opportunities for success.
 Move beyond fears, eliminate procrastination and end self-doubt
 to take daily steps toward the life of their dreams!

START WHERE YOU ARE & ACHIEVE SUPERSTAR SUCCESS

BOOK ROME FOR:
Student Government / Leadership Conferences, Workforce Readiness, Anti-Bullying
Campaigns, Graduation Keynotes, Athletic Banquets, Black History Month & more...

Booking inquiries: info@romemadison.com or (214) 699-6693



www.ROMEMADISON.com

About Rome Madison:

Rome’s topic is SUPERSTAR PERFORMANCE.  As a college football star, business owner,
SUPERSTAR sales professional & leader, Rome knows what it takes to consistently better your best
and sustain success.

Although Rome’s achievements are impressive, it was a series of tragic and humbling events that
taught him the highs & lows of being a SUPERSTAR.  His journey taught him that STAR POWER
is in each one of us and has devoted his life to helping others manifest this power to
achieve their goals and dreams.

 Author of 2 best-selling books & audio coaching program.
 Former Vice President of Sales leading & motivating elite talent in the
 medical sales industry.
 Founding member of The 2nd Chance Ministry, a re-entry program
 teaching life skills to ex-offenders serving lengthy sentences.
 Executive Producer of The NeoSoul Café, an internationally
 syndicated music television show.
 Actor & Model appearing in national and international films,
 commercials and magazines.

“ Rome is a Rockstar!  If you get a chance to hear him make sure you're there.”
-  Blake Hammerton, The Confidence Coach

“ Rome's presentation reminded me I'm still a student.  The
message was given to the kids, but it's also for the adults.”

-  Nikia Douglas, Principal
Barack Obama Male Leadership Academy

“ Rome was on fire! His energy is off the charts.”
-  Kisha A.

“ Rome Madison was an explosive speaker!”
-  Taveon Jai, Pre-Med Student Texas A&M
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